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Executive Summary
The past three years (2015 - 2017) have been transformational for cybersecurity in the Gulf
Region, clearly becoming a boardroom discussion rather than an IT department agenda only.
Notably, the last two years have seen cybersecurity truly arrive in the mainstream as attacks
and hacks played a major role in an already clustered news cycle. Nothing was safe.
The rise of digital, cloud, mobile and IoT has brought forth a whole new era of threat.
Sophisticated and powerful cyberattacks are compromising businesses at an unprecedented
rate – from crippling day-to-day running, to holding data ransom, and even influencing key
elections. It is important to note that not only were organizations plagued with complex and
sophisticated attacks, even “known” vulnerabilities e.g. WannaCry were exploited to create a
large impact. The threat now posed by the average cybercriminal cannot be underestimated
and can come with unprecedented consequences. One key aspect of significant importance
to organizations in the Gulf is the risks around the OT (Operating Technology) environments
running on legacy Industrial Control Systems (ICS) which needs immediate attention.
The cyber landscape is complex and continuously evolving, and the battle between protecting
a company’s infrastructure and penetrating it is an ongoing one. The huge development in
modern technology and the online connected world have given hackers the perfect
playground and a number of high-profile companies in the Gulf have struggled with the
constant demand for up-to-date security.
As the rise in threat continues, so has the demand for a comprehensive and responsive cyber
defense on a much grander scale than previously thought possible. The threat looms like a
dark cloud as it is fast becoming the reality that it is no longer a case of ‘if’ they break through
your defenses, but ‘when’.
This white paper was prepared to discuss the results of our 7th Annual Security Survey, carried
out in the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Oman and Kuwait, and will elaborate on how the
region’s leading businesses are implementing their cybersecurity strategy. The survey polled
over 600 executives and IT professionals from a range of industries including IT, healthcare,
education, oil and gas, hospitality, and many others.
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Highlights of the Survey
Recommendations:

79%
79% of respondents believed their company
has an effective security strategy program
in place.

62%
62% of the Organizations in United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain, Oman and Kuwait want
to invest in Artificial Intelligence for cyber
security to predict attacks better.

41%
41% of these organizations suffered a
security incident with 15% of those
experiencing more than 5 security incidents
in 2017 compared to 29% in 2016.

31%
Only 31% of the organizations have
Detection and Response as their key priority
with most still focusing on preventive
technology investments.

7th Annual Security Survey 2018

Collaboration & Awareness - Together, the battle
against adversaries will definitely be easier. There
is a pressing need for organizations to share their
experiences - good or bad - to help each entity
prepare better in this constant race against time.
Security is a collective responsibility; hence, focus
on creating an organizational culture incorporating
security, where users are your strength, not your
weakest link.
Follow a holistic and integrated approach to
security - Do not deploy security solutions in
silos. Understand all risks associated whether it
is people, data or application security. Choose
solutions that can integrate with each other to
provide maximum visibility at all levels. If you
can see it you can take the right actions, if you
cannot you will be caught unaware.
Do not focus only on prevention - Attacks and
security incidents will happen. We cannot stop
100% of all cybersecurity attacks, so it’s important
to shift some investments into resources that will
help you in detection of incidents and responding
efficiently. Organizations need to balance their
investment into prevention, detection and response
to ensure an effective security strategy execution.
New attack surfaces like Cloud and SCADA A detailed risk assessment should be carried
out for cloud as well as legacy SCADA
applications. Each brings different dimensions
of threats and increases your attack surface.
Visibility and security intelligence around cloud
and SCADA are essential. Deploy the right
technologies and resources to be ready.
Adopt new technology for Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning - These
technologies are here and organizations should
be ready to embrace them so as to improve the
efficiency and accuracy of detection and
response. Develop use cases where these
technologies will add value to you and your
business before investing.
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Cybersecurity in the Gulf
Our demographic

Our demographic
KUWAIT

BAHRAIN

UAE
OMAN

610 respondents
85% work as IT/Security
Managers and
Professionals

Bringing awareness to the threats
Gulf organizations face
The danger of falling victim to a cyberattack has
OUR DEMOGRAPHIC
climbed drastically
as the internet continues to
become an unconditional part of our lives, with
cybercrime now ranking 2nd as a Top 10 risk to the
global economy1.
Cybercrime now ranks 2nd as a Top 10 risk
to the global economy.

cyber
crime
global
trade

stock
markets

As cybercriminals continue to become more
advanced, evolving to incorporate the latest technology trends and are backed financially by criminal
organizations, the pressure to ensure safety from
attacks is immense. Cyber security is no more an IT
issue; it is a board level challenge which needs
constant governance and involvement from every
organizations’ management. A major improvement
on this aspect can be noticed in the Gulf, since in
2018, 79% organizations had developed a Security
Strategy against only 58% two years ago.
In the past two years, the number of
organizations that have developed a Security
Strategy has risen from 58% to 79%

2018

2016

Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018

The frequency and severity of cyberattacks cannot
be understated. Cybercrime has shaken off its
perception of being undertaken by disorganized,
young, lone wolves and is now a serious, complex,
structured and sophisticated attack that could have
vast financial and reputational repercussions for your
organization.
1
2

79%

58%
Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018

Cost of a data breach to the average
company is $3.62 million2

The Economist, Intelligence Unit, 2018
https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=SEL03130WWEN&
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Do you believe that your organization has
the right skills and tools to detect and
respond to cyberattacks?

81%

it or they do have the appropriate tools to detect a
security incident in time.
Security incidents can be broadly caused by two
factors:
External attacks (From hackers)

have the
skills

Internal attacks (From errors caused by Internal
users)
As per IBM X-Force3, breaches due to errors or
misconfigurations are higher than external attacks.

Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018

We have experienced higher awareness amongst
management of organizations in the United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain, Oman and Kuwait, however if
ignored, this can be the weakest link in any organization. Awareness of security is a must and is an ongoing exercise for users, where they need to understand
the impact that could be caused by only one of them
being reckless. It’s recommended to run awareness
campaigns which showcase the important role each
user carries as well as practically demonstrating
hacking/social engineering/phishing techniques to
run an effective awareness program. Security is a
collective responsibility of management, IT and all
users and should be part of the organization’s
culture. The impact that each user could have is huge
and they have to realize this.
Security incidents in the Gulf
The Gulf has long believed to be a target for cybercrime be it hacktivism or monetary gains. While the
techniques of hackers have evolved over time, we
also see more Gulf organizations are aware of security incidents. The number of security incidents faced
by the Gulf has risen from 28% to 41% over the past
two years. Now, the question is whether the 59%
have not experienced a breach, do not want to admit

The number of security incidents faced by the
Gulf has risen from 28% to 41% over the past
two years.

28%
2016

41%
2018

Cybercrime will cost businesses over $6 trillion
by 20214
Cybercrime will cost businesses
over $6 trillion by 2021.4

$6 Trillion
by 2021

Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018

The risk around cloud services
As enterprises move towards cloud for applications
and services, we need to look at the security risks
associated with this business transformation. As we
observe more Gulf organizations moving their workloads to cloud, we also notice that a majority of the
data and identity breaches were caused by misconfigurations on cloud services. There are grey areas
around who is actually responsible for the security the organization or the cloud provider. Attackers are
utilizing this ambiguity to their advantage and exploiting services on the cloud. Prime examples of these
are when attackers used authorized cloud services
channels like Google Drive, Box, One Drive, etc. to
inject malware to gain command and control. Legitimate services are often encrypted and difficult to
inspect unless utilizing SSL decryption in your
networks. Does your security architecture provide
you with maximum visibility?5 A leading threat
intelligence organizations’ analysis of more than
400,000 malicious binaries found that about 70
percent had used at least some encryption as of
October 2017.
IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence Index 2018
https://cybersecurityventures.com/hackerpocalypse-cybercrime-report-2016/
5
Cisco 2018 Annual Security Report.
3
4

Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018
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Misconfigured cloud servers, networked backup
incidents and other improperly configured systems
were responsible for the exposure of more than 2
billion records, or nearly 70% of the total number of
compromised records tracked by IBM X-Force in
20176.
Identity theft leads to data breaches
As more Gulf organizations move towards online
applications, cloud and mobile, the attack surface
has increased considerably for adversaries. Identity
of users accessing the applications is the prime
mechanism to access the applications; each user on
an average handles at least 25+ user names and
passwords. It is becoming a nightmare for users to
maintain a stringent password policy, i.e. complexity
of passwords or the need to frequently change them,
to name a few. This leads to a behavior of using
common credentials for critical as well as non-critical
applications, personal and corporate applications.
There are two broad aspects to identity and access
management faced by organizations in the Gulf
Internal Users
Customers
In the GBM Security Survey conducted in 2016,
around 35% of the incidents in Gulf were attributed to
internal users. In light of this result, we expect identity
and access management is likely to be a top priority
for Gulf organizations to adopt in 2018.
While internal users’ identity and access management must be adopted in a phased manner, it is
important for organizations to implement a seamless
customer experience for customer retention. It is
advised that Gulf organizations adopt a Silent
Identity & Access Management approach for
providing maximum security while ensuring a
smooth process for their customers.
Fueled by a desire and requirement to transform their
business to meet the digital demands of the 21st
century, today’s enterprises run on the cloud, mobile
and the Internet of Things. There were 17 billion
connected devices in 2016 and it is now estimated
that by 2023 that number will increase to 50 billion7.

99% of these computing devices are vulnerable to
cyberattacks.
Over 5,000 publicly
disclosed data
breaches in 20178

7.8 Trillion
Records stolen

Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018

Attackers have discovered how to best exploit these
new, complex and permeable security barriers. They
take advantage of peak network traffic to hide their
attacks, adapting their methods to be faster, more
sophisticated and multi-channel. They have a clear
strategy, deploy complex unknown attack patterns,
their identity is protected by the reach of the internet
and they’re highly motivated by financial gain, industrial espionage, cyberwarfare, and terrorism.

The rise in ransomware
2017 was the year ransomware made all the headlines.
First invented in 1996 by Moti Yung and Adam Young
at Columbia University, ransomware is not a new
cybersecurity threat, but its popularity amongst
cybercriminals has risen sharply over the past few
years, coinciding with the growth of cryptocurrency
-hackers’ currency of choice.
It is easy to distribute and it is as dangerous to mobile
devices as it is to computers, and does not discriminate – every business and person is a potential victim
as our dependence on digital and greater connectivity makes everyone an easy target.
While the Gulf has experienced an exponential rise in
malware and ransomware, there have also been
considerable losses due to data breaches.
The APT33 is an example of customized malware
which targeted the aviation and energy industry in the
Gulf. Luring users via phishing and targeted towards
job seekers, it uses custom DNS tunneling protocols
for command and control (C2) and steals the data.

IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence Index 2018.
https://www.statista.com/statistics/471264/iot-number-of-connected-devices-worldwide/
8
https://www.jltspecialty.com/our-insights/publications/cyber-decoder/large-data-breaches-set-to-continue-in-2018
9
https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=SEL03130WWEN&
6
7
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300% rise in ransomware attacks in the
US since 201510
$1 billion in profit from ransomware
attacks in 201611
36% increase in ransomware attacks in
201712
$1,077 the average amount demanded
after an attack13

across large distances. In addition, their implementations have migrated from custom hardware and
software to standard hardware and software
platforms. However, the security envelope has not
evolved with the same pace as what SCADA/ICS
systems.
Gaps in SCADA security
SCADA/ICS Systems and Applications were
designed for high resilience but not with the
view of cybersecurity.

4,000 ransomware attacks occur each
day14

SCADA and Critical Infrastructure Systems run
on same operating platform as corporate
servers and desktops.

One of the biggest stories in 2017 was the WannaCry
ransomware attack that exploited a weakness in
older Windows operating systems, encrypting the
computer’s data and threatening to permanently
delete it unless a ransom was paid.

Industrial Control Systems send data in the
clear, without any encryption or authentication.

An estimated 200,000 computers across 150 countries were infected and according to Cyence, the
economic losses could hit up to $4 billion15.
While the Middle East was not as affected as Europe,
it’s still a stark reminder on what is possible if weaknesses in security are not discovered, especially after
the reemergence of the Shamoon disk-wiping
malware that attacked the Saudi energy sector in
2012.
The risk around Industrial Control Systems
(SCADA)
The Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are the central
nerve system for all manufacturing, utilities, oil and
gas plants. These are the systems which operate the
plants input and output, all of which are designed to
work seamlessly to achieve specific measured
outputs.
Computer-based supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems have evolved over the past
40 years from standalone, compartmentalized operations into networked architectures that communicate

From a cyber perspective, SCADA systems
look similar to business systems like firewalls,
switches, Active Directory, file and print
servers, Windows Servers and workstations –
however, they often lack basic protection.
There is near zero visibility in SCADA environments from a threat detection perspective.
31% of organizations have already experienced
attacks to their OT (Operational Technology) environments16.
We see a shift in Gulf organizations that have
started taking action by deploying security
controls for OT and developing a security strategy
for prevention, detection and response. A few
organizations in fact are leading the way in setting up
a SOC dedicated for SCADA infrastructure and applications isolated from the IT environment.

What to expect in 2018
Data breaches are increasing at an
alarming rate and organizations are
fast approaching the realization a
breach is inevitable

https://www.justice.gov/criminal-ccips/file/872771/download
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-ccips/file/872771/download
12
https://www.symantec.com/security-center/threat-report
13
https://www.symantec.com/security-center/threat-report
14
https://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/ransomware-prevention-and-response-for-cisos.pdf/view
15
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/wannacry-ransomware-attacks-wannacry-virus-losses/
16
Cisco Annual Security Report 2018
10
11
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Organizations and cyber security experts are now
shifting their focus from prevention, towards managing detection and response services. 2017 saw a
number of high-profile breaches hit the news as US
credit agency Equifax saw 143 million consumers
affected by the breach with social security and
driver’s license details stolen, and Uber made the
headlines after paying a hacker’s ransom of
$100,000 to keep the breach of its 57 million Uber
users and drivers secret.
IBM predicts 2018 will be the first year a major company will respond appropriately after suffering a
significant breach. At the same time, Gartner argues
detection and response capabilities will “drive majority of security market growth” by 202217.
The risk of a breach has not only huge repercussions
for an organization’s reputation, but now it’s far more
financially precarious with governing bodies now
taking a firmer stance on the issue. Most notably, the
EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that
comes into full force on May 25, 2018.

Quick summary of GDPR
(General Data Protection Regulations)
Although an EU regulation, it has vast reaching
global implications for organizations in the Gulf
Region (or any worldwide business for that matter)
that processes, stores and secures personal data of
EU citizens or residents.
If the data breach poses any risk to people’s rights to
privacy, organizations must report it to the relevant
authorities and the data subjects affected within 72
hours otherwise they risk fines of up to €20 million or
4% of their total worldwide annual turnover (whichever is higher).
The legislation wasn’t designed with the intention of
punishing companies. It’s more to push them into
improving their ability in detecting and preventing
data breaches, ensuring they are better equipped to
tackle their own security vulnerabilities.
With public opinion turning fast on how organizations
use their data, complying will only rebuild the trust
and confidence that has wavered over the past few
years.

17

Does GDPR apply to Gulf organizations?
This is a question on many CISOs’ minds.
GDPR typically applies to any organization who has a
presence in the European Union and handles PI
(Personal Information) for European citizens, yet
there is still sufficient doubt on how it will be enforced.
Certain organizations like those in the aviation industry, hospitality sector, and enterprises with branches
in the EU could fall under the scope of GDPR, or in
case Gulf organizations, are marketing their services
targeting EU citizens or residents.
However, let’s look at the bigger picture. GDPR was
introduced to ensure the privacy of data pertaining to
European citizens and lays down guidelines to
ensure data security as well as methods of handling
a data breach. This is something all Gulf organizations should be concerned about – the data privacy
of its Gulf citizens. The risk around data privacy exists
to all organizations whether handling PI for a European citizen or a Gulf citizen. It is the responsibility of all
organizations in the Gulf to keep customers data
confidential and secure.
Gulf organizations need to adopt a data security
journey which ensures data privacy at all levels,
whether in rest or in motion. It is very difficult and
expensive to adopt a blanket approach to data security, which brings about the need to first classify your
data, identify where your critical/confidential data
resides and then deploy the controls necessary
depending on your classification policy. A holistic
approach to data security is recommended.

Why cybersecurity is shifting from
prevention towards detection and
response
Visibility matters
What we have seen is that attacks can happen
anywhere, from anonymous hackers to internal
mistakes. Installing firewalls and anti-virus software is
no longer enough to defend against cyberattacks.
The digital transformation for all its good for employee productivity has broken down defensive perimeters, adding far more complexity in ensuring the
network safety of your business.

https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3638017
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191 days – average time it takes to
detect an intrusion18
Prevention alone has failed to protect organizations.
Mindsets and budgets must shift to include detection
and response technologies to deal with the breach
once it’s discovered. An organization’s cybersecurity
needs to match the range and sophistication of its
attackers.
The key is managing the impact of the attack when it
occurs and reducing its costly consequences
through quicker detection and stronger response.
The window of opportunity for organizations to
detect/predict attacks is the average 191 days it
takes to discover a breach. However, this needs
organizations to have a mindset change that attacks
will happen; the resilience of an organization is in its
ability to get back to normalcy.

What would be your top security concerns?

69%

preventing
attacks

69% of Gulf companies consider preventing attacks
as their top security concern while only 12% and 9%
consider detection and response an important
aspect of their security strategy. It’s an alarming
statistic to see a combined 25% aren’t concerned
about detection and response as part of their security
strategy.
Only 31% of Gulf organizations have detection and
response in their cyber security strategy.
It’s a mentality that isn’t lining up with the trend cybersecurity is taking worldwide in 2018, and it’s vital that
organizations in the region start to expand their security perimeters. As mentioned previously, prevention
is no longer viable as the sole or even main focus of

your security strategy.
It can take months for your systems to detect an
intrusion and very few attacks are successful within
the first few hours after breaching a system, this is
where detection and response methods cannot be
underestimated. If an organization’s security practice
is too focused on how to prevent an attack, once the
inevitable breach occurs it will be vastly outgunned
and unprepared for the damage that could be
caused.
There’s a window of opportunity within the early
stages of a breach for the security operations teams
to detect, gain intelligence, analyze and stop the
cyberattack, while also familiarizing themselves with
what type of attack it is so they can be better
prepared for the future.
IBM’s Global Cost of a Data Breach study discovered
an incident response team reduced the cost per
compromised file by as much as $1919.
CISOs are changing how they measure the success
of their security strategy based on the shift towards
balancing prevention with a better detection and
response approach20. All security investments are
now measured on how they contribute to the shift;
even preventive security controls, such as EPP,
firewalls, application security and intrusion prevention
systems (IPSs) are being amended to provide more
intelligence into security operations, analytics and
reporting platforms.

“The key enabler for CISOs is to get visibility
across their security infrastructure to make
better decisions during security incidents.
This visibility will enable them to have a more
strategic and risk-based conversation with
their board of directors, CFO and CEO about
the direction of their security program.”
- Lawrence Pingree
Research Director, Gartner21

https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=SEL03130WWEN&
https://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/se/en/sel03130wwen/security-ibm-security-services-se-research-report-sel03130wwen-20180122.pdf
20
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/how-to-get-your-ceo-to-embrace-digital-risk-management/
21
https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3638017
18
19
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Do you believe you might have had a security
incident - minor or major - in the past 12 months?

41%

have had
a security
incident

15%

have had
5 or more
incidents

How many security vendors (hardware,
software or services) have been deployed in
your company’s environment?

Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018

“There are two types of companies: those
that have been hacked, and those who don't
know they have been hacked.”
- John Chambers
Cisco former CEO

One in four companies stated they definitely experienced a breach in security during the past 12
months, and if the worrying trend of cyberattacks
continues upwards, then that number is only going to
increase as time progresses.
Even more concerning is that 15% of organizations
experienced more than five security breaches while
13% aren’t sure if they experienced a breach or not.
While 59% of enterprises in UAE, Bahrain, Kuwait and
Oman believe they have not experienced a breach,
there is a pattern of companies being unaware a
hacker is in their system, which is taking companies
months, even years, to discover their presence.

The need for integration:
visibility and intelligence
In light of the substantial rise in attacks, organizations
and vendors have begun sharing threat intelligence
to raise awareness and warn each other about any
new attacks or data breaches experienced, with the
intention of those not yet attacked getting enough
warning to prevent the attack from claiming more
victims.

22

This was a vital strategy in companies being able to
cleanse their IT systems of the WannaCry attack and
it’s proving how essential threat intelligence sharing
is to any security program. Collaboration and sharing
insights into defense strategies is key for Gulf organizations to fight the adversaries, there is far more that
can be achieved together rather than alone.

Studies show that a number of companies have
implemented up to 70 different security vendors and
Gulf organizations are not expected to be far behind
considering that the Gulf is the highest growth region
for most security vendors. As per the Cisco 2018
Annual Cybersecurity Report, a staggering 46% has
11-50+ vendors22.
The importance of integration cannot be understated,
but it is even more so to ensure resources are not
being wasted on multiple vendors that all focus on
the exact same strength, while not addressing the
weakness.

Integration is the key
There is a growing concern among IT professionals
that there is too much noise in cybersecurity and the
market is oversaturated with too many vendors for
organizations to truly grasp what solution they actually need to fully support their infrastructure. Security is
a fragmented market, with over 600 security organizations, selling one or more solutions to customers.
This is where organizations face immense challenges
on skills as well as visibility. Security solutions need to
integrate with each other to provide an organization
maximum visibility and intelligence. Security vendors
which are closed to integration will not survive long in
the market.
Security Systems Integrators have a major role to
play in deploying integrated security architecture in
organizations. They should be able to demonstrate
use cases of integration to provide more intelligence
to security teams to be better prepared to detect
anomalies.

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/m/digital/elq-cmcglobal/witb/1661957/Final_Cisco_2018_ACR_WEB.pdf
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The technological trends going forward
Artificial Intelligence:
The future of cybersecurity
There has been a significant increase in the development and execution of AI and ML technology over the
past few years. We have always talked about how
everyone should improve their skills with experience –
practice makes perfect – and that’s the fundamentals
behind machine learning; computers learning and
adapting through experience which is why CISOs
have been investigating how to use AI to bolster their
cybersecurity.

Organizations in the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain,
Oman and Kuwait have highlighted that a mix of AI
and human skills is the way forward to best utilize the
functions of AI or ML.
There is an ongoing debate between cybersecurity
experts on what path to take when considering the
protection of their business and it appears the
opinion is still split down the middle.

How likely are you to utilize Artifical Intelligence
in securing your organization?

62

Machines and technology can now be taught to
teach themselves how to build models or recognize
patterns and anomalies without human intervention.

Are likely to utilize AI
in securing their
organization

How AI can defend against attacks
Organizations can use the data from previous cyberattacks to detect and respond to newer and similar
attacks their security may experience, while it can
also be automated to simply watch over the network
traffic, learn what’s normal and use the information
gathered to flag up any anomalies that it considers
suspicious. Detection, response and prediction
are driving factors behind an AI-based adoption
with Gulf organizations.

What would be the most critical resource
that could help your organization predict
cyberattacks?

50%

50%

HUMAN

AI

%

Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018

Organizations are now beginning to see the full benefits of utilizing AI within their cybersecurity practices
as 62% of enterprises in the Gulf surveyed said they
were likely to utilize AI within 3 years, 40% of whom
aim to accomplish this within a 1-2 year timespan.

What do you think is the driving factor behind an
AI-based cybersecurity technology adoption?

Detection and
Response

Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018
Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018

While many organizations wonder if AI will eat into the
jobs aspect, it seems far-fetched to have the same
effect on cyber security. Either AI will help in bridging
the gap in human skills or create a new skillset
requirement which the new generation needs to be
ready with. It is unlikely that the shortage of human
skills in cybersecurity will fade in the next three years.

7th Annual Security Survey 2018

Another, often overlooked, benefit of AI is how much
time it will free up for your employees tasked with
security. For the more simple attacks, the system
could be programmed to deal with the situation
without any guidance and instead only flag up the
more extreme case to the security teams.
Taking an ‘assume breach’ mentality, AI can also be
programmed to ‘attack’ or breach your own systems
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as any hacker would to discover vulnerabilities,
sening the findings to the security team (maybe even
with recommendations) so it can be patched up
before it’s exploited for real.

you use to protect your organization to break it down.
It is incredibly likely that the future of cybersecurity will
be machines fighting with one another digitally over
your organization’s data.

CISOs want to enhance their security, improve their
operations and protect their organization’s IT
business and AI is certainly gaining momentum in
providing some much needed protection against
attackers.

Security Operations Center (SOC)

There are always discussions about AI bringing forth
mass redundancies, but AI needs to be applied to
complement the security team and its infrastructure not replace.

When friend turns to foe
It would, however, be imprudent to believe that cybercriminals would bypass such an effective tool.
The DARPA’s (Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency) Cyber Grand Challenge gave us our first
glimpse during its first-all machine cyber hacking
tournament in 2016, proving how possible it was for
AI to exploit security vulnerabilities and launch further
attacks.
Cybercriminals would normally attempt to generate
unusual behavior to corrupt the system and allow
them entry. AI can take the information gathered and
analyze it to discover more vulnerabilities at a better
success rate and break through any barriers
automatically.
AI would even help adapt hacking methods to the
appropriate environment much faster than a human
could, and by compromising one layer of defense, it
will simply repeat the process and compromise each
piece of security put into place.
One of the longest processes of a breach is the
collection of the desired data as hackers are slowed
down by the large number of outbound filters
installed. AI is exceptionally good at searching for
data and can easily be programmed to find the most
valuable and steal it at a faster pace.
Cybercriminals are always going to ensure they stay
one step ahead of their targets and it is naïve to think
they will not be using the same modern technology

23
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The time of simply needing to set up a strong
perimeter to keep cyberattacks at bay is long gone.
The significant growth of connected devices and
cloud-based applications has meant that perimeter
now extends over a huge, diverse set of
technologies.
It is counterproductive to focus an entire security
strategy on either human or technology - one’s
importance does not outweigh the other – and
organizations need a healthy balance of the two.
That’s why a Security Operations Center has risen in
prominence as of late amongst professionals.

66 days: average time needed to fully
contain a data breach23
An SOC – a facility housing an information security
team – monitors and analyzes an organization’s
security on an ongoing basis. Their task is to detect,
analyze and respond to any cybersecurity incidents,
combining the technology and human – making it
ideal for those not comfortable putting their entire
security practices in the hands of machine learning or
those concerned about human error.
With focus shifting from solely developing and
designing prevention software and architecture to
detection and response, the SOC team is an ideal
asset, especially when your perimeter has been
breached.

One in every 131 emails contain
malware24
By frequently analyzing and monitoring an
organization’s network, server, data and endpoints
24/7, the SOC team can ensure the timely detection
and response of any security incidents. With
organizations taking on average 191 days to detect
an intrusion, having a 24 hour team constantly
monitoring your perimeter is going to cut that time
down substantially.

https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=SEL03130WWEN&
https://www.symantec.com/security-center/threat-report
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believe they’re at risk of a cyberattack despite
incredibly high percentage of companies forecast to
become a victim in 2018.

Does your organization have a Security
Operations Center (SOC) in place?

55

%

have a
SOC on site

Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018

A well-functioning SOC can form the linchpin of
efficient cyber threat detection and response and as
half of Gulf organizations (54.93%) have already
implemented an on premise SOC, it’s clear that as
well as AI, SOC’s are proving to be the way forward
for security teams.
It can enable your organization to respond to an
attack
quicker,
collaborate
closely
and
comprehensively share knowledge. It is a truly
effective solution in creating a functional and secure
online environment for your organization.
How likely your organization is willing to
outsource security operations?

81%

Prefer security
operations
on-premises

Due to these challenges, organizations can now
outsource their security requirements to a managed
security service provider (MSSP) with plenty of options
being available as the need for organizations to
integrate SOC within their practice soars as threats do.

If your company is
willing to
outsource or has
already
outsourced
security operations, what
do you think are
the top reasons?

45%
Lack of
internal
skills

Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018

62% of organizations in the Gulf who have
outsourced their security operations have cited cost
reduction playing a major factor in their
decision-making while 45% have attributed it to a
lack of skilled staff being available. The latter however
is following a global trend and one predicted by GBM
in 2016 as there is a projected increase of 250% in
unfilled cyber security jobs over the course of the next
3 years. A glaring fact we found was that 32% of
organizations in the Gulf did not have a SOC, which
rules out the presence of a detection and response
strategy.

Source: GBM Whitepaper - 7th Annual Security Survey 2018

Unfilled cybersecurity jobs25
81% of respondents still prefer having their security
operations on-premise; however it’s important to
understand why companies are still likely to consider
completely outsourcing their security.
There are a number of reasons organizations have
struggled to implement SOC into their on-premise
security strategy; with most being attributed to
shortage of trained staff, cost constraints, and the
availability of the correct security tools. Complacency
also plays a major factor as many organizations don’t
believe they’re at risk of a cyberattack despite the
25

2016 – 1 million
2021 – 3.5 million

Integrating AI with SOC
The aim of AI is to eliminate human error; however,
human is the heart of a not just functioning SOC, but
a successful one. The high volume of data now being
collected and stored by organizations and the sheer
weight of attacks they now face has made it difficult
for one single solution to be the answer.

https://www.csoonline.com/article/3200024/security/cybersecurity-labor-crunch-to-hit-35-million-unfilled-jobs-by-2021.html
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An SOC integrated with AI can provide the best of
both worlds, allowing an SOC analyst to not be
overwhelmed by the constant stream of data and
also consistently monitor a company’s infrastructure,
flagging up any major security incident that requires
human intervention.
For companies uncomfortable with putting the fate of
their security in the hands of unmanned machines,
it’s important to note that AI still needs human feedback in order to improve the quality of its decision
making. The best solution is an integrated one.
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What our survey has discovered is Artificial Intelligence is as important as human resources in predicting cyberattacks and it’s expected that mentality
would be repeated in all aspects of cybersecurity.
The fact is AI and SOC is the future of cybersecurity
and organizations in the Gulf are quickly coming to
the realization this is the direction needed to fully
protect their infrastructure for the ever increasing
threat of cyberattacks.
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Recommendations
It has been a turbulent few years for cybersecurity
experts, but despite the constant threat of attack
there appears to a swing in momentum back to
organizations as newer technology is developed and
becoming readily available, and security strategies
progress from being solely based on prevention to
include prediction, detection and response.
Collaboration and awareness
Together the fight against adversaries would definitely be an easier one. There is a pressing need for
organizations to share their experiences - good or
bad - to help others better prepare in this constant
race. Security is a collective responsibility, hence
focus on creating an organization culture incorporating security where users are your strength not your
weakest link.
Risk based approach towards new technology
New business models e.g. cloud, mobile, IOT
increase attack surface, hence take a risk based
approach towards new technology adoption. Get
your business services (cloud) assessed for weaknesses from a people, process and technology
perspective. Adopt cloud security technologies
which provide you with visibility, data security, compliance and malware protection.
Build and deploy a security strategy for SCADA
networks, which is focused on prevention, detection
and response. It’s time that organizations start
deploying Security Operation Centers for SCADA
networks to provide them with the much needed
visibility to take appropriate actions.
Identity and data security
Most breaches occur by compromising the identity of
a user/privileged user and accessing confidential
data. Engage in a holistic approach for data security
as well as identity and access management for users
and customers. It is not enough to adopt a silo
approach e.g. DLP solution without data classification. Use Identity Management as an enabler for
business with a seamless experience for customers
to add value to your business teams.

they can gather from internal or external sources to
take quick and effective decisions for responding to
incidents or attacks. Integrate your security solutions
from different vendors to gain maximum insights into
your threat dashboards.
Embrace technology like AI and ML
Organizations should conduct pilots of AI and ML to
assist them in fighting the adversaries. It is important
to implement use cases which will show the benefit of
the technology and move your organizations towards
predictive security.
From the results of the survey, we have discovered
the general consensus among organizations in the
Gulf is that they are confident in their security
infrastructure at preventing attacks. However, they
appear to be falling behind the global trend of moving
from a prevention-focused strategy to include detection and response technology.
Be it by utilizing technology such as artificial intelligence or human resources, Gulf organizations need
to expand their budget and alter their mentality to
include these strategies.
Although a large majority appears to have not
suffered a security incident over the past 12 months,
statistics indicate that there could be an intrusion
within their system that they’re unaware of considering how long it can take for intrusions to remain undetected. This is further evidence that the Gulf organizations need to explore how to shift their focus to a
detection and response.
With governing bodies and legislation including the
EU’s GDPR taking a much stronger stance on how
companies handle data breaches, it is even more
vital that organizations in the region ensure their
security is covered on all basis to avoid both the
reputational and financial implications that come with
any data breach.
What organizations in the Gulf can take away from
this white paper is that security is going to continue
its shift from prevention, and it’s crucial that they take
advantage of the technology available to further
strengthen their defenses against a cyberattack that
in today’s digital world is a matter of when, not if.

Need for visibility
You cannot fix something you cannot see or are not
even aware of. Organizations need the intelligen that

7th Annual Security Survey 2018
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About GBM
GBM is the Region’s number one provider of IT
solutions, leveraging industry-leading technologies
and service capabilities to drive real business results
for customers.
Since 1990, GBM has nurtured partnerships with the
world’s leading technology companies and invested
in a talented, skilled workforce who implements
innovative solutions that cater to customer’s specific,
complex and diverse business needs. With
on-the-ground, readily available expertise, GBM
provides round-the-clock support to customers
across the region.
As IT continues to be a major driver and enabler of
business across the region, its increasing influence is
changing the way people live, work, collaborate and
make decisions; this requires smarter IT solutions
that GBM is uniquely placed to provide.
Drawing on a 25-year heritage in the region, GBM
has an established presence in every country in
which it operates, bringing a strong understanding of
local needs, coupled with access to international
expertise and technologies.
Today, GBM is one of the largest IT solutions providers in the Middle East, with more than 1300 professionals and with more than 20 solid strategic partnerships forged with internationally recognized IT
solution providers. This means that GBM can offer an
extensive range of IT infrastructure, IT solutions ranging from consulting, resource deployment, and
integration to after-sales support.
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GBM’s experience and expertise span across multiple sectors and particularly e-Government, Banking
and Finance, Telecommunications, Retail, and Oil.
Through a unique combination of local market presence, international level skills, a network of business
partners and the access to the worldwide resources
of IBM® and Cisco®, GBM consistently brings to its
customers unparalleled IT business solutions.
GBM understands the various challenges faced by
CISOs and has built a framework of defense, comprised of solutions and services, to help organizations achieve IT Security Industry best practices and
enhance their risk mitigation frameworks.
The Framework is developed to address the traditional and new challenges faced by organizations in
partnership with best-of-breed solutions from
partners who have a strong commitment and roadmap towards Security. GBM offers solutions and
services in the following areas to mitigate the increasing risk facing all companies today.
GBM focuses on People, Processes and Technology
to ensure a holistic approach towards mitigating risk
The GBM framework effectively safeguards brand
name, reputation and assets. Ranging from
End-Point Security to Applications, from Database to
People & Compliance, GBM offers solutions in all
areas to protect your organization from external and
internal threats and helps you in formulating and
implementing your IT Security Strategy.

7th Annual Security Survey 2018
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The hidden dangers

What can help?

The current view

AI, Detection and Response
What would be your
top security concerns?

69

% preventing
attacks

Does your company have an effective
security strategy program?

Cybercrime now
ranks 2nd as a
Top 10 risk to
the global economy.

Yes:

79%

58%
2016

The number of security incidents
faced by Gulf businesses has
risen from 28% to 41% over the
past 2 years.

2018

Does your organization have the skills and tools
to detect and respond to cyber-attacks?

81

What do you think is the
driving factor behind an
AI-based cyber security
technology adoption?

28

%

2016

%

Do you believe you might
have had a security incident minor or major - in the past
12 months?

41%

41

%

What would be the most critical resource
that could help your organization predict
cyberattacks?

50%

HUMAN

have the
skills

50%
AI

How likely are you to utilize Artificial Intelligence
in securing your organization?

have had
a security
incident

2018

Preventing
attacks

62%

Are likely to utilize AI
in securing their
organization

15%
have had
5 or more
incidents

How likely is your
organization willing
to outsource security
operations?

81

%

Prefer security
operations
on-premises

Cybercrime will cost
businesses over $6
trillion by 2021.

$6

Trillion
by 2021

If your company is willing to
outsource or has already
outsourced security
operations, what do you
think are the top reasons?

45%
Lack of
internal
skills
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